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jQPlanning and Decision Making

Some decision variables are under the manager's control, but many
others are not (environmental and political factors, demographic
changes, market response to new services, to mention just a few). Deci
sion analysis provides a tool for choosing among alternative strategies,
for making discrete choices among probabilistic events. Frequently,
additional information can result in an improved decision, but informa
tion is not cost free. Decision analysis can be used to help determine the
value of additional information given the uncertainties that surround
the decision. This capability can be particularly important in periods
of rapid change, when past history may no longer be a good predictor
of future events.
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CHAPTER

BREAK-EVEN ANALYSIS

WHETHER OPERATING as nonprofit organizations or as

investor-owned facilities, health care organizations must

generate revenue to pay for the costs of providing services.

Matching revenue generated to the costs of providing specific services

is an important element of prudent financial management if the orga

nization is to remain solvent.

Break-even analysis is a useful and frequently employed technique

for determining the volume of service needed to ensure that revenue

generated will exceed costs. This chapter describes this quantitative

technique and its application to financial planning and management in

health services organizations.

Introduction of Case Problem

Jefferson Community Health Plan is a nonprofit, full-service health

maintenance organization operating in a tri-county region of a mid-

western state. Jefferson is considering the development of a new satel

lite health center to serve a growing suburban area in its service region.

Consideration of the new facility has been stimulated by discus

sions between Jefferson and ARGO Industries. ARGO is a growing

electronics company with a new plant in the suburban area where

the health center would be located. ARGO Industries has proposed
contracting with the Jefferson Community Health Plan to offer com

prehensive health services for its employees on an annual capitated
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payment basis. The capitated HMO plan would be offered as one of

two health insurance options to ARGO's 2,500 employees.

Financial officers of Jefferson Community Health Plan have esti

mated the costs associated with the new health center as follows:

1. Construction costs (to be amortized over ten years) $1,800,000

2. Capital equipment (to be amortized over ten years) $500,000

3. Fixed annual operating expenses (utilities, main

tenance, central administration, security, etc.) $370,000

4. Variable annual operating costs per 100 enrollees in

a capitated plan (based on financial data from other
Jefferson units):

a. Supplies and materials $15,000

b. Clinical staff $76,000

c. Support services $18,000

d. Contract services (inpatient care) $48,000

In preliminary negotiations, ARGO has proposed contracting with

Jefferson at an annual capitated payment of $1,800 per cnrollcc in the

HMO. ARGO's vice president for human resources has conducted

an employee survey, and she estimates that initial annual enrollment

would be 1,500 (employees and dependents).

1. Would the proposed new contract with ARGO cover the full
costs for the new satellite health center?

2. If not, how many additional enrollees from the community would
be required for the health center to break even financially?

3. To break even on the basis of the ARGO contract, what capitated
payment should Jefferson negotiate?

An Overview of Break-Even Analysis

A preliminary examination of the requirements for this case suggests

that break-even analysis may be an appropriate technique for Jeffer

son Community Health Plan managers to employ in answering the

questions about the proposed new facility and contract with ARGO
Industries.

Break-even analysis matches total revenues with total costs as the

volume of service increases. Figure 2.1 is a generalized diagram of
a break-even chart. Total revenue and total costs are plotted against

volume of service. At point A on the diagram, volume of service is

such that total revenue and total costs are exactly equal. This is the

break-even point, below which the service would operate at a loss and

above which the service would be provided at a profit (or with positive
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Figure 2.1 Break-Even Chart
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net revenue). Note that in this diagram, both costs and revenue are

linear and are represented as straight lines. This means that costs and

revenue increase by a fixed amount for each unit of service added. This

is not always the case, and further discussion of nonlinear functions is

included later in the chapter.

Costs associated with break-even analysis will fall into two cat

egories: fixed costs and variable costs. Fixed costs are those that are

incurred regardless of how much service is provided. They include items

such as the capital costs of equipment and facilities, overhead items

such as utilities and maintenance, and minimum personnel requirements

to operate the facility- Variable costs are items of expense that relate to
the direct cost of providing care and are expressed as costs per unit of

service delivered. Note that in Figure 2.1, fixed costs are plotted as a

horizontal line in which the dollar value remains the same regardless of

the volume of service. Total costs are the sum of fixed costs and variable

costs and are plotted as a straight line that increases as the volume of

service increases.

The mathematical formulas involved (assuming straight-line cost

and revenue functions) are as follows:
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where

TR

REV

N

VC

TR = REV x N

VC = COST x N

TC = VC + FC

= total revenue

= revenue generated for each unit of service

= the number of units of service provided
= variable costs

COST = the cost incurred for each unit of service
TC = total cost

FC = fixed costs

Model Formulation, Quantification,

and Data Requirements

Jefferson Community Health Plan must be able to generate certain
data sets in order to compute the break-even point for the proposed
new satellite facility. Some of these data elements can be obtained from
existing information systems, and others must be estimated or obtained
through surveys. The available data include the following:

1. Data from existing information systems: variable costs for
operating the new facility, obtained from the cost-accounting
system for other units of the health plan:

Supplies and materials $15,000 per 100 enrollees

Clinical staff costs $76,000 per 100 enrollees

Support services $18,000 per 100 enrollees

Contract services $48,000 per 100 enrollees

Total variable costs $157,000 per 100 enrollees or
$1,570 per enrollee per year

2. Data obtained from estimates:

a. Revenue per enrollee based upon preliminary discussions with
ARGO $1,800 per enrollee per year.

b. Fixed costs for the new satellite center:

(1) Construction $1,800,000

(2) Equipment $ 500,000

$2,300,000 amortized for ten

years =

$230,000 per year

(3) Fixed operating costs $370.000 per year

Total fixed costs $600,000 per year
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3. Data obtained from a survey of its employees by ARGO
Industries: 1,500 employees are likely to enroll in the Jefferson

Plan if the new facility is built.

Note that in this case problem, the data are readily available because

the Jefferson Plan had cost-accounting systems in place and could draw

on experience from existing units within the Plan. In some cases,

health services organizations may not have reliable cost-accounting

information systems, and special cost-finding studies might be required

before the break-even analysis could be carried out.

Solving the Case Problem

Management analysts at Jefferson now have the necessary data and

problem formulation. The solutions requested by management can be

computed as follows.

Total revenue (TR) = $1,800 x N

Fixed costs (FC) = $600,000

Variable costs (VC) = $1,570 x N

Total costs (TC) = FC + VC = $600,000 + $1,570 x N

The break-even point will occur when total revenue equals total

costs. This is computed by setting TR = TC and solving the equation

for/V:

TR = TC

1,800/v1 = 600,000 + U570N

N = 600,000/(1,800 - 1,570)

= 600,000/230 = 2,609 enrollees per year

required to break even

Note that the general formula for computing the break-even point is

N - FC/(REV - COST)

A break-even chart for this case problem is shown in Figure 2.2.

Since ARGO estimates that 1,500 enrollees would sign up, the
contract with ARGO alone (at $1,800 per enrollee) would not be

sufficient to operate the facility at a profit. For 1,500 enrollees, the

loss is computed as follows:

TR = $1,800 x 1,500 = $2,700,000

TC = $600,000 + ($1,570 x 1,500) = $2,955,000

LOSS at 1,500 enrollees = ($ 255,000)

To break even at the $1,800 price, Jefferson would have to attract

additional enrollees from other sources in the community. The number
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Figure 2.2 Case Problem—Break-Even Chart
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of additional enrollees required would equal the break-even quantity
minus the number from ARGO:

2,609 - 1,500 = 1,109 additional enrollees required

To break even on the basis of the proposed ARGO contract alone,

Jefferson would have to negotiate a higher price per enrollee. The
required price is computed as follows:

TC = TR

VC + FC = TR

(COST xN)+FC = REV x N

(1,570 x 1,500) + 600,000 = REV x 1,500

2,955,000 = REV x 1,500

REV = 2,955,000/1,500

= $1,970 per enrollee required for

break-even with 1,500 enrollees

Model Variations

Total costs and total revenue are straight-line functions in this example

problem. There are situations where this may not be the case. Figure
2.3 is a generalized break-even chart where total costs are linear, but

total revenue is a nonlinear function in which revenues start to level

off as volume increases. This situation might arise when the health care
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organization is pressed into offering deep discounts for services ren

dered in negotiations with a large purchasing cooperative representing

multiple companies in its service area.

Note that in Figure 2.3 there are two break-even points, designated
as A and B on the chart. Services would only be profitable on that part

of the graph between points A and B.

Another common variation on the break-even chart is shown in

Figure 2.4. In this situation, total costs follow a pattern known as a

step function. This situation could occur when fixed costs remain the
same for a certain volume of service and then jump upward when a

new threshold level of service occurs.

This often is the case when additional personnel must be added to

provide service at different threshold levels. Note that in Figure 2.4,

there are five break-even points designated as A> B> C, D, and E. The

organization will not reach a level of continuous profit until point E

on the diagram is reached.

Description of Available Computer Software

Determination of break-even points requires simple algebraic compu

tation as described in the previous section, "An Overview of Break-

Figure 2.3 Break-Even Chan with Nonlinear Functions
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